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While we all appreciate the important role technology plays in supporting our business, it can easily 

be overlooked and left to run itself. In less time than it takes to enjoy a craft beer, ask yourself these  

6 Important IT Questions to assess the role of your current IT systems in relation to your business goals.

1. Recovery - How would I recover my data and applications in the event of 

server hardware failure, office fire or flood? Can I get back up and running in a 

matter of hours?  

2. Compliance - Does my current IT infrastructure meet all industry standards 

to satisfy audit and compliance requirements in my field? 

3. Security - Is my onsite server physically secure? How am I protecting my 

company data? 

4. Availability- Am I protecting my business from downtime due to inclement 

weather events or unplanned office closures? 

5. Accessibility - Am I accommodating employee expectations of work-from- 

home flexibility and providing a reliable user experience when they travel? 

6. Management - How much time and money am I spending on procurement 

and support for my onsite hardware, and are those costs predictable? 

We understand that today's business leaders are pulled in many

different directions. But secure, reliable IT is the cornerstone of

business success. Based on your answers to these 6 important

questions, are there any gaps between your current
technology infrastructure and your strategic business
goals?  

It may be time to replace your in-house servers with a hands-off,

hassle free IT solution to future-proof your business. 

The CloudKoala virtualization platform combines the power of

virtual machines, application hosting and Office 365 to resolve

the 3 biggest IT gaps facing businesses today: Security,

Availability and Management. 

Contact us today to schedule a  

no-pressure, 15-minute call to chat

about CloudKoala's virtualization

platform to see if it could be a

better fit for your business.  

704-444-0719 
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